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EDITOR’S 
LETTER   

As people who in the greater scheme of things are interested in having 
some sort of a lasting im-pact in the creative culture, we often find our-
selves engaging with the most interesting of people  as well as partak-
ing in the most awkward conversations. You know those moments when 
your  peers feel the need to randomly quote Steve Biko in the most 
peculiar of contexts. I am constantly  surprised at the tradition of living 
vicariously through people like Biko. This culture of temporary  pride 
in ones identity is something that is becoming a norm amongst black 
middle class citizens.  

And it is in response to this phenomenon that we bring you issue 4 of 
MindMap-SA. The Year End  Edition. Where we engage with some of 
the most influential black thinkers and also critique some  of the trends 
and ideas that are finding a stronghold in our circles of influence. 

Khulekani Magubane speaks to critically acclaimed and award win-
ning author Sifiso Mzobe about Young Blood, being a black writer and 
whether township literature is still relevant in South Africa. Sabelosami  
Dlungwane considers the attitudes of South Africa’s townships and the 
influence they are having  on our lives.  

This issue is not just about embracing the various initiatives that are 
helping better influence our  black citizens, it is also an issue that aims 
to analyse the various facets of our culture and how we  as people who 
are front and center of these debates and issues are responding to them. 
It goes  without saying that now more than ever there is an urgent need 
for the black experience to be  considered in paradigms outside of the 
racial or the political. This issue is hopefully something that  will add 
value towards a culture of encouraging  Black excellence, and hopefully 
if nothing else will  serve as a catalyst for much needed debate about the 
role of black people in our contemporary  society. 

As the MindMap-SA team we would also like to extend our warmest 
gratitude to all those who  participated in the drive and voted for us at 
the SA Blog awards. Although we did not win it cer-tainly serves as a 
positive sign that less than a year into our work we have been showered 
with  such a great honor. And this will indeed spur us on to continue 
bringing you the very best of South  Africa’s creative content in the ir-
reverent manner that you love.  

In equal footing this is not just an entirely black affair. We go green and 
bring you a special report on  COP17 and how this has been the most 
important meeting that has ever taken place on South Af-rican soil. 
Shivana Naidoo considers the culture of apathy and temporary activ-
ism that plagues the  #Occupy movement in South Africa, and we also 
review the Broadcasts exhibition held recently at  the KZNSA gal-
lery.  All this and much more in this end of year issue of your favorite 
social com-mentary magazine. Remember you can get in touch with us 
and tell us what you think about black  middle class attitudes in South 
Africa, your personal stories, ideas you might have for future issues  or 
anything that is on your mind. We would love to hear from you. So until 
then-Keep Mapping out.   
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Sifiso Mzobe has won the Sunday Times literary 
award andSpoken at the Open book and Time 
of the Writer festivals. All this in a single year 
after his debut novel Young Blood was pub-
lished. We spoke to him about being the hottest 
new find in South African literature
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Young Blood is the debut offering by Sifiso 
Mzobe and is about a crminal named Sipho11
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On a day like this one, the KwaZulu-Na-
tal Society of the Arts Gallery in Glenwood  brings few 
surprises but a great deal of anticipation for a meet-
ing with an individual  who is fast becoming a South 
African literary great.  Sitting in the gallery, one cannot  
help but wonder how many people in the gallery at 
that moment knew who Sifiso  Mzobe is.  After releas-
ing a critically acclaimed novel, winning the Sunday 
Times liter-ary prize and, praised by the most famous 
book club on the planet, one would think  so.  The jazz 
sounds compliment the contemplative mood accompa-
nying the wait.   He arrives...   

From the moment Sifiso Mzobe walks into the 
KZN SA Gallery area, his humble nature is one of  
his most notable features.  His demeanor does well not 
to betray his already blossoming career  (this year alone 
he had already spoken at Time of  The Writer and attended 
Open Book festivals).  We sit at a table and he looks around 
at the restaurant area, seemingly impressed. “I need to 
start  hanging out here…” he says in his usual light manner. 

Conversation varies in subject matter. Blogs, art in Durban, 

newspapers and reading retreats in  Europe pop up in the dis-
cussion. Perhaps the most remarkable thing about Mzobe on 
the offset, is  how little he speaks of himself.  When infor-
mally asked about why he became a writer, Sifiso simply  ex-
plained that he started with his love for writing by reading. 
“The author dream has been there in the background since 
I was 13. It just grew stronger over  the years until I had to 
sit down and see it fulfilled. I realised back then.  From then 
on I just fell in  love with reading and writing,” He says. 

His novel, Young Blood, was selected by O Magazine SA as one 
of the hottest books of the sum-mer of 2011.  The book was one 
of only four thrillers to appear on this esteemed list.  It is a fast  
paced read about the life of a young man growing up in a turbu-
lent Umlazi township; more recently  the book received the Her-
man Charles Bosman Prize. While he expresses his gratitude 
for having  received such praise for his work, Mzobe notes he 
sees the publishing of the book as an accom-plishment in itself. 

“I am happy to be recognized in the realm of litera-
ture,” He says. “To tell the truth, though, I am  just glad 
that the book is published.  Publishing was the ulti-
mate goal.  Everything else is just icing  on the cake.”   

Young Blood is a story that is close to Mzobe’s heart as a per-
son who is from  Umlazi and has grown up with echoes of the 
stories he writes about in Young  Blood.  The narrative sees 17 
year Sipho, a high school dropout whose frustra-tions with his 
environment and unemployment drive him to a life of crime.  
The plot is very current and speaks to the immediate social 
condition of many  black township youths around the country. 

“The  book  talks  about  crime,  including  its  reasons,  and  
its  consequences.”  Mzobe continued.  On top of being a 
published author, Mzobe is also a free-lance journalist.  He 
sees the knowledge of journalistic written report and fic-tion 
writing as an  advantage that benefits both forms of his writ-
ing.  While he  agrees that the two forms of writing are quite 
different, he also explains that  they can work hand in hand. 

“They lend to each other.  In Young Blood, I opened into a 
world that many of  the readers might not have been famil-
iar with.  I used a journalistic reporting  tone to do this, but 
it’s a story.  It’s something that adds colour to the writing  
but also sets things in line when you are writing creatively.” 

Mzobe added that it is important for a person to learn about 
different ways  of living in order to become cultured and be-
come critical thinkers in this day  and age. “Crime is a real-
ity of today. You pick up a newspaper or turn on the TV, it 
is  there. Umlazi is infamous for stealing cars. I thought there 
could be something  in that. It helps that I live in Umlazi, 
all research material was within reach,”  he says.  While the 
matters discussed in Young Blood are quite unique to the  
setting of a township, Mzobe said it is other authors that in-
spired him while  writing Young Blood.  He explained that 
they did this by enabling him to find  the means to add a 
face to the statistics that appear in the townships everyday. 

Feature
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If there is anything about Sifiso Mzobe that is more fascinating 
than his novel, it  would have to be the titles that have graced his 
bookshelf.  Books that he con-siders to be his all time favourites 
include Midnight Children by Salman Rush-die, Alan Paton’s Cry 
The Beloved Country and Paul Harding’s Tinker. These  books 
have taught him many lessons about the true art behind literature. 

“It helps to read other work.  It teaches you that you can do it 
too.  It makes  it seem more possible when you see someone 
creating something unique and  creative.” Sifiso Mzobe mused. 
Mzobe’s enthusiasm for literature extends es-pecially to the 
youth’s local, black litera-
ture.  He acclaims the works of 
black  authors including Com-
monwealth prize-winner, Cyn-
thia Jele and Siphiwo Ma-hala. 

“A lot is coming out in terms of 
black literature, especially fe-
male black litera-ture.  It is a good 
thing.  What is now happening is 
that we are telling our own  sto-
ries.  We need more voices like 
these.  These people are the future 
of local  literature and writing.”   

Jazzy sounds linger in the back-
ground, and just as quickly as 
the pleasant  reminiscing  ended,  
the  conversation  with  Mzobe  
turned  serious.  When  asked  
whether  stakeholders,  corporate  
and  the  book  stores  were  doing  
enough to promote and support 
indigenous literature, he spoke 
his mind,  clearly and frankly.   

“I am not sure if it’s enough.  I 
do feel that they are slowly get-
ting there but  it could be a lot 
better.  Literature should reflect 
the society.  Literature can  teach 
others about cultures and worlds 
beyond their own. Initiatives 
like  book week are definitely a 
step in the right direction, as are 
Time Of  The  Writer and the Open Book Festival in Cape Town.”  

Being a person who has travelled, Mzobe had expressed opin-
ions about how  South Africans relate to literacy and reading 
compared to other countries.  “Other countries have already 
instilled a culture of reading and writing in  their youth.  In 
places like Europe you have groups of young people meeting  
to read books as opposed to here.  It may take some time but 
if we all chip  in, the same can be achieved here.” said Mzobe. 
 

Sifiso Mzobe admits that the one question that he is often asked 
that both-ers him is the question of attaining publishing.  He, 
like many authors is asked  by friends and strangers alike how 
to get a book published on facebook and  other social media. “If 
you want to get published the best thing to do is to  keep look-
ing.  Go on the net because the information is all out there.  It’s  
just a matter of whether you want to look for it.  The Publish-
ers Association  of South Africa has listed, on their website, all 
the publishers in South Africa  and the genres that they publish.
   
Places like the South African Literary Association create plat-

forms for writ-ers to get 
publishing and expo-
sure.  But it’s all about 
reading.  Reading will  
definitely link you with 
everything that you need. 

 As long as books are 
get-ting published it’s a 
good thing for literature.  
I understand why some 
say that  they choose to 
go it alone.  It’s good 
to be and feel inspired 
and if a book  succeeds 
under those circum-
stances you can publish 
the books of others  too.  
Personally, I would not 
do it myself.  I believe 
in finding a publisher 
that  gives you maximum 
benefits as a writer.”  

Mzobe went on to ex-
plain that every person 
in the publishing pro-
cess has  their own role 
to play.  “I feel like a 
writer should write while 
they let capable  busi-
ness people take care 
of the business aspect 
of printing, distribution 
and  promotion.  That‘s 

my feeling on it.  But like I said, as long as books are out  
there, it’s a good thing.” His distinct voice and love for words 
and writing  are the reason for his persistence in literature 
and he says these are key to  anyone else’s success in writing.  
To make it in this field, write as often as possible. Find 
your style early on and  read a lot. It does not matter 
where you come from or who you know in  literature, just 
as long as your writing is good enough you will get pub-
lished.  You can be from Umlazi and still be recognised.  
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Issues 

A few years ago people were still talking about changing or 
saving the world. So much so that hoping for a binding deal to 
come out of the global green fest that is COP17 would not have 
been an entirely impossible contention. Today the prevailing 
jargon of the culture is primarily invaded by conversations 
of mere survival. Despite the furious optimism that comes 
with seeing millions of people in Tahir or rebels in Benghazi I 
am of a conservative view that activism is a thing of the past. 

Thus it was much to my deprivation that I was dragged 
out of bed by a friend who thought it would be a consider-
ably good idea to join thousands of people in Durban for 
what has been dubbed the global day of action. Accord-
ing to press releases thousands of people would gather 
at the city center and march towards the beach in a bid 
to sway the powers that be to act against climate change. 

I sobered up from last night’s hangover that was the result of 
several hours of writing, facebook trolling and a conversa-
tion about middle class discomfort. Took a shower and made 
my way to Warwick avenue right at the arteries of “south Af-
rica’s playground”. As a person who is inconstant search of the 
faults of activism I could not help but be shocked by the fact 
that there was such a large crowd gathered on Dr Pixley KaSe-
me Street  (which some still insist on calling West street.) My 
friend could not help himself and upon viewing the crowd that 
stretched as far as the immediate eye could see he said “I can’t 
believe there are so many black people here, I thought that this 

whole environmental activism bullshit was for white people.”

I was amused by this for several reasons chief of which was the 
fact that much to my own infamy I to a smaller degree agreed 
with him. I could not think of a single black headed environmen-
tal rights group. When I think about green issues names like Des-
mond Da Sa and Patrick Bond are the stand our figures locally. 
But this is not important. Climate change has nothing to do with 
race. I dismiss this thought and we head in to join the magnetic 
crowd. Armed with our cameras we begin to survey the vicinity.

It’s a mixed bag. There are bohemian designed puppets made 
of old reads and second hand material. Greenpeace is ever 
present with its chirping crowd of protesters armed with yel-
low boards and t-shirts. I wonder what the carbon footprint is 
on all these items. The greenpeace logo is firm and promi-
nent. When it comes to activism branding is everything.

A few meters away from me stand a couple of hundred of 
COP17 volunteers. They are not ushering the crowd nor are 
they helping the diverse climate tourists who are causing 
taxi drivers much irritation by shutting down their city cen-
tre route. The volunteers are part of the protest. I pull one of 
them, aside and ask him why they are here. He is sweaty un-
der the heat of the Durban sun and telsl me he doesn’t know. 
“We were told to come here by our team leader,” he says be-
fore joining his comrades who are dressed entirely in green.
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For an hour or so the affair seems to be a frenzy of confusion. 
There are several audio vans. Each blaring at the top with the 
voice of a person chanting slogans to different part of the crowd. 
The Soweto Concerned Residents collective are gyrating away 
at the back and they look ready to kill, whilst the more sensible 
group from the WWF are more immediately concerned with put-
ting on their black and white bear costumes. My “activism chaos 
theory” seems to have found its hold. Everyone is smiling, nod-
ding and waving signs. Nobody knows what the fuck is going on.

On the right hand side of the street I can spot some riot police. 
They seem to be anything but worried about anything happening 
here. Their carbonfibre shields are down. There are no teargas 
canisters in sight and there are only a few vans. The stitches in 
their blue cotton uniforms are still firmly in place and despite 
the present of thousands of people, it seems like it’s gonna be a 
quite day in the office. I ask one of them what he thinks about this 
whole march. He tries to evade and pretend as if he doesn’t have 
an opinion. I get the feeling that he is intimidated by my camera. 
He diverts and tells me that he doesn’t wanna be here. Apparently 
he had been brought in here from leave.  He tells me that many of 
the guys who usually handle the riots were not summoned to this 
rally. “Nobody wants to work overtime if they are not getting paid 
decently” he says. I ask him what he means and just as he smiles 
and is about to answer my attention is pulled in another direction. 

There is a stand of in the middle of the crowd. The COP vol-
unteers and SCR are at logger heads. The SCR had for the 
better part of the morning been chanting anti-zuma slogans 
and songs, whilst the volunteers had been doing the ex-
act opposite. The two factions are at once separated by their 
peers.  The camera crews hover hoping to get some impas-
sioned images of the begins of a riot. No such event transpires. 

The riot police don’t even notice. 

There is a kind of discomfort that comes with such things. It is 
decided by leaders from both factions that they will be separat-
ed during the march. It’s a potent example as to why so many 
people have abandoned the idealism that comes with mass so-
cial movements. The differing convictions often show their ugly 
head and the goals of even the biggest crowds are never articu-
lated. Beurocracy loves ambiguous messages. And I am sure the 
suits at the ICC would have been very pleased by the site of such 
divisiveness glaring its ugly head so early in the march. It be-
comes all too apparent that there is no immediate cause for alarm. 
The chief negotiators need not worry about a displeased public. 

As we walk into the city there is little activity. The mixed chant-
ing continues. I spot Rehad Desai on top of a van trying to instill 
some order. Free T-shirts are being given out by the loads, nobody 
hands me one. We share jokes and pity for the scores of drivers 
who want to get into the city, who have been made to wait for more 
than 20 minutes as well make our way slowly towards city hall. 
My friend comments on how he had found it interesting that at all 
the civil society meetings throughout the city there had been a par-
ticular emphasis on the fun elements of this global day of action.

I am ghastly disappointed. I was hoping for anarchy, people putting 
anti political stickers all over the city. Large scale posters denounc-
ing corporations. Instead all I see are people releasing balloons 
into the defenseless Durban skyline. There are clowns all over the 
street bouncing around and juggling. Both pro and anti Zuma slo-
gans are visible. People are bursting into a playful mode as they 
kick large balls from one end of the street to the other. I thought 
this was a climate rally. A gathering in people concerned about the 
preventable annihilation of humankind. Why is everyone so fuck-
ing calm? Am I at the wrong place? As the crowd makes it’s way 
into town there are few people who visibly join into the action.

Those who are on the pavement keep to themselves and those 
who are vaguely interested flick out their camera phones and 
snap their own moment of activism and move on. By the time 
we are on Filed street I am drained. The lack of seriousness in 
this march hurts my feelings.I had secretly been hoping that ac-
tivists would prove me wrong. They didn’t. The gathering is too 
measured, to polite and too prim for my liking. On the corner 
of Field street I am faced with a paradox of choice. And let’s 
just say I am a deserter. I took a right and joined Anton Lem-
bede AKA Smith Stree,t brought myself some Nandos and 
went home. But despite having left my “comrades” with which 
I had been so intimately connected for a kilometer or two, I 
am surprisingly ok with it. There is distinct comfort in know-
ing for sure that by doing nothing I did not change the status 
quo but neither did those who marched all the way to the beach. 
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But why would two black entrepreneurs with the appar-
ent business sense to  know better wreck  one of the most 
luxurious cars ever made, right before  the whole world to 
see, at the head of a second recession?  Could it be for  the 
same reason that a man known as the greatest entertainer of 
all time had  an amusement park in his back yard?  Or per-
haps it’s the same reason that  an eight year old in ancient 
Egypt was buried in a tomb of priceless relics and  gold.  
This bold statement speaks volumes of what happens when a 

great deal of  power and wealth is entrusted to those who have 
experienced the radical  opposite a short time prior.  We have 
all seen Kenny Kunene and his human  platter feeding fetish.  
I am not at all against wealth.  However those with a  lot of 
money have at their disposal the potential to affect the societies 
around  them for the better but only if they choose to do so.  
I had a conversation with a close friend 
which ended up being a pathetic ses-sion

SOPHISCAED IGNORANCE 
THE FOLLY OF THE RICH BLACK  IN THE   

WORDS: Khulekani Magubane  CARTOONS: Khulekani Magubane RECESSION ERA  

Interestingly enough, I had already read a piece by this name online.  It makes one think, does it not?   
The oxymoron you see at the top of this opinion piece was penned by controversial rap star, Kanye  West 
on a song that loop samples the voice of Otis Redding.  The music video for this song, which  Jay Z also 
appears on, features an expensive Maybach which undergoes the worst body job ever and  is taken for 
a crazy ride.  What seems like an act of madness by two young, black and rich men, is  actually the best 
metaphor of what modern society has place as its primary importance.  
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of building castles in the air.  I asked this friend of mine 
what he would  do if he became wealthy and was confronted 
with the choice of moving on  to better surroundings or giv-
ing back to where he comes from.  He told me  sternly that 
he would move himself and his mother out of the neigh-
borhood  faster than anyone can say “hello, country club”.  
This mentality is something that is not uncommon amongst black 
citizens,  who have been in varying degrees conditioned into a 
state of believing that  the only true measure of success is in 
material gain. Kenny Kunene for in-stance has hit the money 
and is living the high life, all in the middle of losing a  mine, 
meaning scores of people have had to say ‘bye-bye’ to their 
jobs.  This is  the kind of erratic behavior and peculiar plights 
that make the black elite so  different.  But is it admirable?  
When I brought forward the argument of developing the socie-
ties we come  from my friend began to spin me a scenario of 
what would happen if he  stayed in his neighborhood with his 
imagined new found wealth.  His scenario  included witchcraft, 
jealousy, and even the possibility of death threats.  This  wasn’t 
a very surprising response however; it was quite disappoint-
ing to hear  him say that.  This friend of mine comes from a 
decent township area that has  low incidences of crime and his 
neighbor is a sweetheart of an old lady who  wouldn’t hurt a fly.   
I tried to convince my friend that his fears  of such things were 
just as imagined as the  wealth we discussed in our conversation. 

But why do ‘newly-riches’ behave in the way  they do?  
Do they see any sense in the er-ratic living and loud state-
ments they make?   At the end of the day, I suppose it expos-
es  the hypocrisy within myself.  Jay Z is indeed a  wealthy 
man, and is not afraid to remind the  world of his wealth.   
But he’s also a brilliant business man and an  acclaimed phi-
lanthropist.  At the end of the  day one’s wisdom must justify 
their folly.  I  consider it somewhat acceptable to wreck a  super 
expensive car in front of one’s broke  supporters as long as you 
are giving some-thing back.  Jay Z, as a share holder in a bas-
ketball team known as the New Jersey Nets,  vowed  on  his  
songs  often  that  the  team  would move to his home city, bet-
ter yet, his  home  neighborhood,  Brooklyn,  New  York.  With  
this  move  comes  a  completely  new  home  venue  for  the  
team  which  Jay  Z  will  welcome with a series of concerts.  

This kind of generosity is quite admirable in a person. A lesson 
that can be learnt here is that anyone who brings about positive 
out-comes should be free to enjoy the spoils of  their work.  But 
swiping the rug under a man  with no shoes is inexcusable.  And 
may God  bless a man who can give back to his own.  Even if he 
flaunts what they can’t have right  before their day dreaming eyes.  

A donation? Are you mad?
Do you know how many
 people I’ve retrenched

We have all seen Kenny Kunene and 
his human  platter feeding fetish.  I 
am not at all against wealth.  How-
ever those with a  lot of money have 
at their disposal the potential to af-
fect the societies around  them for the 
better but only if they choose to do so.
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MOVEMBER  
BEYOND FACIAL HAIR  

WORDS: Matthew Savides  
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– Since 1975 the number of people being diagnosed with 
lung cancer world-wide has doubled, and it is now the 
most common cancer and the most  common cause of 
death from cancer, accounting for 18% of all cancer deaths.  
I also read somewhere that, if the current growth trend 
in cancer continues,  by 2020 cancer will kill more peo-
ple a year than Aids. I can’t verify this and  wish I could 
remember where I came across it. But cancer is more 
than a  numbers game. It’s more than a bunch of statis-
tics. I’ve lost people to cancer  and you’ve probably lost 
people to cancer (and if you haven’t, I bet your  friends 
have). And it requires more than a moustache to deal with.  
Please, though, don’t get me wrong. As a person who has 
lost loved ones to  this disease, I honestly, deep-down and 
whole-heartedly thank you for the  support. But please, 
please and please again, don’t let it start and end with a  lit-
tle bit of hair on your lip. It’s got to me more than a MO.  

*Matthew  is  a  reporter  at  the  Sunday Tribune  newspa-
per  in  Durban.  He  writes in his personal capacity. Follow 
him on Twitter @matthewsavides  

The handlebar, the Hitler, the walrus, the Fu Man-
chu, the Dali, the  zappa, the pencil and even the Su-
per Mario. They’re all there and in  the mix. And 
one month a year – every November – they come 
out  in full force. That’s right, it’s MOvember time. 

According to the South African offi-
cial MOvember site, it’s all about raising  
funds and awareness for men’s health issues, particularly pros-
tate cancer and  other cancers that affect men. It continues that 
R1.2-billion has been raised  since 2004.  Very noble indeed.  

Various national and international cancer associations are on 
board and it’s  received endorsements from a whole bunch of dif-
ferent people and organi-sations. Blah blah blah. You see, here’s 
the problem. Most people are doing it  simply because it’s become 
the “cool” thing to do. They’ve become Mo Bros  simply because 
everyone else is doing it. It’s become a fashion trend and peo-
ple aren’t actually taking cognisance of the message behind it. 

That why this year I have been asking people who say they are 
part of MO-vember: Have you gone for a cancer check? No? 
Okay, that’s fine. Here are  some more questions: Have you 
donated money towards cancer treatment?  Towards cancer re-
search? Have you actually spoken to people about the risk  of 
cancer? That’s what awareness is about, after all... Have you vol-
unteered at  an organisation that assists cancer sufferers? There 
are lots of them around, so  they’re not difficult to find.  And, 
last question, are you doing this just because  everyone else is?  

Dear Mo Bros, I urge you to think about these questions. More 
importantly, I  urge you to think about your answers to them.  
You’re probably asking what  my beef is with all of this – and 
it’s an entirely fair question. I mean, very few  people are ac-
tually bothering to question all these awareness campaigns 
that  go around, so why me and why this particular cam-
paign. The answer is simple:  I’ve lost loved ones to cancer.  
My cousin died before she’d reached her teens, killed by 
leukemia. My uncle  died of cancer which I was in my 
first year of varsity. My gran died of multiple  organ fail-
ure set on by cancer. A family friend’s mom died just a few 
weeks  ago from pancreatic cancer that spread rapidly 
through her body. She was  dead three months after being 
diagnosed. But here’s the big one. I lost my  dad to cancer.  

It was a Sunday morning three-and-a-bit years ago when 
he breathed his  last breathe. His three-year battle with can-
cer finally over. He beat it twice  – TWICE – but it came 
back and, finally, took away the man I regarded as  my hero 
and best friend. Colon cancer. I watched as he drastically 
dropped  weight, as the life slowly seeped out of his body 
and the energy and love  of life that characterised him ebbed 
away. Cancer cost my dad fundamental  parts of who he was.  
You see, for me, cancer isn’t just an aware-

ness campaign. It’s got to be more  than a MO.  
Here are some figures for you, from the International 
Union Against Cancer  (which I pulled from the Can-
cer Association of South Africa website). Each  year: 
– Over 7 million people die from cancer, and more 
than 11 million new cases  are diagnosed worldwide; 
– More than 160,000 cases of childhood cancer are di-
agnosed and at least  90,000 children die of cancer; and 
– In 2020, if current trends continue, new cas-
es of cancer will increase to 16  million per 
year and more than 10 million people will die.  

And here are some figures from Cancer Research UK, also 
pulled from the  Cancer Association of South Africa site: 
– Around 12% of deaths worldwide are from cancer; and  
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  Based on the talk, readers can start 
    discussions. These are often multiple 
  and tackle different viewpoints on 
  the subject matter of the talk

A title of the 
talk and the 
speaker’s 
name 

Many of the 
TedTalks 
are avail-
able for view-
ing in HD 
format 

You can 
download 
the Talks for 
free in a 
number of 
formats. In-
cluding MP3 
sound clips 
as well as HD 
Mp4 format.

                A full selection of TedTalks recorded from Ted conferences over the years. 
                The talks are organized according to theme and by key words. 

IDEAS SPREADING 
IN A FISHBOWL  TED:   

WORDS: Wilhelmina Maboja  
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There is a power that comes with plant-
ing an idea in someone’s head. And that  
idea becomes even more powerful when 
it’s shared with millions every single 
week.  Since August  2011,  international  
non-profit  organisation Technology  En-
tertain 
-ment and Design, more popularly 
known as TED, has been responsible 
for sharing  over 900 talks and per-
formances online and has been host 
to annual conferences in  Edinburgh 
in the UK, and  Long Beach and Palm 
Springs in California, Los Angeles.
  
If you’re the cream of the crop, an invitation 

waits in your post box to access the realm of  
neckties and 18-minute sessions of innovation 
and insight. If you’re not quite a mover and a  
shaker or not inspiring enough to be invited, 
you can still be an annual member for a mere $6  
000, roughly R46 404, to be a part of the magic.

 It’s a crater in your bank account, or a huge  
chunk of a year’s worth of university fees but 
what are a few thousand rand when you get to  
share the same airspace with some of the world’s 
most popular intellectuals and pragmatists?   

TED doesn’t only consist of its springtime 
TED conference, which is at the heart of the 
entire  organisation. TEDGlobal is TED’s 
“twin conference”, as it says on ted.com, 
where the remark-able minds of the likes of  
Virgin CEO, Sir Richard Branson, feminist 
and playwright of The Vagina  Monologues 
Eve Ensler and physicist Stephen Hawk-
ins see to it that they can move you in less  
than 20 minutes, with the hope of having a 
lasting impact long after the talk is over. 

TEDtalks  can be downloaded free of charge 
off their website and even off  iTunes.   
TEDTalks are another means of shar-
ing ideas to those who can’t make it to the actual confer-enc-
es and others that are simply curious. And if your talk is pro-
found enough, the TED Prize of  $100 000 is yours to grant 
your “one wish to change the world”. Pretty nifty, right?   

Access to the many creations under the TED umbrella is now 
within the reach of millions, but  they still amount to a hand-
ful when one considers how accessible they are to the man on 

the  street. By virtue of the $6 000 yearly membership fee, TED 
is reserved for a select few who can  afford its staggering price. 



  Based on the talk, readers can start 
    discussions. These are often multiple 
  and tackle different viewpoints on 
  the subject matter of the talk

                A full selection of TedTalks recorded from Ted conferences over the years. 
                The talks are organized according to theme and by key words. 

Transcripts 
can be 
downloaded 
and used as 
source mate-
rial

 

Based on the 
talk you have 
chosen to 
view,the Ted 
site auto-
matically 
generates a 
selection of 
other related 
talks that 
you might be 
interested in 
viewing
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 The organisation also has a TEdx programme, which al-
lows individu-als and communities to host their own TED-
like conferences and events under the organisa-tion’s banner.   
However, the likelihood of this happening frequent-
ly in a Third  World country is slim, especially  when elect
ricity, let alone the internet, is a temporary provisionOne would think 
that with  global giants such as The Coca-Cola Company, Gucci and 
Goldman Sachs would allow for TED  and its initiatives to become 
more interested and become actively gratis free in countries of  scarce 
resources but one thing is clear: The ideas are indeed worth spread-

ing, but only end up  doing so in the TED fishbowl and those near 
its ranks, surrounded by expensive resorts and  354 days of summer.   
You could easily compare TED with Oprah. And while you have an 
hour-long slot with the  Queen of Talk, your mere 18-minute talk or 
performance can land you much further than a  book club.  In fact, if 

Elizabeth Gilbert or Amy Tan had book clubs, your book would be 
in theirs.  TED has been host and a launcher of “ordinary people’s” 
ideas such as a William Kamkwamba,  a young Malawian man who 
built a windmill to provide electricity for his home.  This was after  
visiting his village library and finding a book on windmills.  At the 
same time, the entire organisaion’s reputation was not built on the 
ordinary at all. The Sir Ken Robinsons, Bill Clintons and  Bonos 
were partly responsible for its renowned reputation and their pres-
ence continues to  keep the organisation a float and in demand.
   

Despite its non-profit label, the turnover has to 
trickle into someone’s pocket. This is especially  if 
TED’s next year line-up is already sold out. Imag-
ine if TED were to do away with the well-known 
individuals during its conferences and replaced 
them with virtually unknown women and  men, but 
equally innovative and pragmatic? Would its fans 
still be clamber over one another for  one of the 
many limited seats for the length of the conference?
  
Despite the United Nations declaring that the 
internet should be basic human right, TED-
Talks  and conferences are either available to 
only those with access to the internet or have 
an ex-traordinary amount of money in their ac-
count that can be used for something else be-
sides  paying mortgages, taxes and bills. Despite 
its slogan “Ideas worth spreading”, they’re ei-
ther  virtually-based or housed in regions where 
only relatively wealthy people can travel to.   
And when TED starts to seem like child’s play, 
one can always graduate to even more exclu-
sive  symposiums like the Allen and Company 
Sun Valley Conference, where business and 
political big  wigs like Warren and Susan Buf-
fet, Tony Blair and eBay CEO Megan Whit-
man take their wigs off  for an annual re-
treat in Idaho, in the Northwest of America.
   
TED conferences range from the inspiration-
al, thought-provoking, stunning to highlight-
ing the  problems of the world, and ways in 
which they can be solved. It is here that in-
tellectuals, moti-vational speakers and real-
ists gather in one space, blocked out from the 
rest of the world and  argue about world peace 
when the casualties of the unrest themselves 
are barred all because  of a $6 000 entry fee. 

And those who can make it into TED can real-
ly make it anywhere. The  world becomes your 
oyster and you can chase it down with a glass 
of Möet et Chandon. After  all, nothing else 
matters if you get to have the pleasure of sit-

ting on a toilet seat that was previ-ously warmed by a TED-head.
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OCCUPY YOUR MIND  
WORDS: Shivana Naidoo  IMAGES: Sarah Dawson  

As you walk up to the imposing domes of Durban’s 
City Hall, a building reeking of  South Africa’s Co-
lonial past, upon its steps you will be greeted b a 
bevy of placards and  activists. The cause: Social 
and Economic justice. The people: students, septu-
agenar-ians, preschoolers and in-betweeners (my 
parents detest being called middle aged). They may 
be small in numbers- but they’re definitely universal 
in mindset. 

The OccupySA was instigated with the inception of Occupy 
Wall Street in mind. The South African   attempt is tailored to fit 
our country’s ever growing chasm between the “haves and have 
nots”.  
The New York endeavor started off,  innocently enough. In mid-
2011, the Canadian-based group  Adbusters Media Foundation, 
best known for its advertisement-free anti-consumerist maga-
zine  Adbusters, proposed a peaceful occupation of Wall Street 
to protest corporate influence on de- 
mocracy, address a growing disparity in wealth, and the absence 
of legal repercussions behind the  recent global financial crisis.  

According to the senior editor of the magazine, “basically float-
ed the idea in mid-July and it was  spontaneously taken up by all 
the people of the world, it just kind of snowballed from there.” 

They  promoted the protest with a poster featuring a dancer atop 
Wall Street’s iconic Charging Bull.  Also in July, they stated 
that, “Beginning from one simple demand – a presidential com-
mission to  separate money from politics – we start setting the 
agenda for a new America.”  

Activists from Anonymous also encouraged its followers 
to take part in the protest which in-creased the attention it 
received calling protesters to “flood lower Manhattan, set up 
tents, kitch-ens, peaceful barricades and occupy Wall Street.” 

In South Africa, as with in the America and the world over, we 
have an almost carbon copy of the  situation citizens are trapped 
in. It is capitalism in its most ruthless form and democracy that’s  
“done a bunk” on its people. 

Protests inspired by the Occupy Wall Street movement in New 
York and the “Indignants” in Spain  have spread to cities around 
the world. Tens of thousands went on marches in New York, 
London,  Frankfurt, Madrid, Rome, Sydney and Hong Kong. As 
organisers aimed to “initiate global change”  against capitalism 
and austerity measures. There were extraordinary scenes in New 
York where at  least 10,000 protesters took their message from 
the outpost of Zuccotti Park into the heart of  the city, thronging 
into Times Square.  

Issues 
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Protests inspired by the Occupy Wall Street movement 
in New York and the “Indignants” in Spain  have spread 
to cities around the world. Tens of thousands went on 
marches in New York, London,  Frankfurt, Madrid, Rome, 
Sydney and Hong Kong. As organisers aimed to “initiate 
global change”  against capitalism and austerity measures.

Greece strides ahead of the pack. Greek lawmakers passed a 
deeply resented new austerity bill,  caving in to the demands of 
international creditors in order to avoid a national bankruptcy.  
The  austerity measures won 154-144 in the 300-member par-
liament despite dissent from a prominent  Socialist lawmaker 
who voted against a key article of the bill. The vote was ex-
pected to pave the  way for a vital €8 billion ($11 billion) pay-
out from creditors within weeks so Greece can stay  solvent.  

A 53-year-old construction worker died of heart failure after at-
tending a mass rally, while 74 pro-testers and 32 police offic-
ers were hospitalized with injuries, police and state hospital of-
ficials told  The Associated Press.  After initial hours of calm, 
the rioting erupted when hundreds of masked  anarchist youths 
attacked a peaceful rally of about 50,000 people outside par-
liament, pelting them  with firebombs and jagged chunks of 

marble. The Communist-backed union members counterat 
-tacked, and chaos ensued as the two sides fought with 
sticks and rocks before riot police fired  volleys of tear 
gas to separate them.  With all this dissatisfaction and an-
ger permeating the stratosphere, it was only a matter of 
time  before the “Occupy” movement hit South Africa.  

Since someone in the vortex of cyberspace declared Satur-
day 15 October World Revolution Day  and South Africa was 
not exempt. “Occupy Cape Town”, set their sights on a rather 
ambitious  number- “20,000 people flood into Cape Town 
CBD, set up beds, kitchens, peaceful barricades and  occupy 
Cape Town Parliament Gardens”. Durban hit the City Hall, 
and the Johannesburg faction   headed for Exchange Square.  

 

O.W.S ORIGINS:
In a July 13, 2011 blog post, 
the Canadian-based Ad-
busters Foundation, best 
known for 

its advertisement-free anti-
consumerist magazine Ad-
busters, proposed a peaceful 
occupation of Wall Street to 
protest corporate influence 
on democracy. . By mid-
October, Facebook listed 125 
Occupy-related pages and 
roughly one in every 500 
hashtags used on Twitter, all 
around the world, was the 
movement’s own #OWS.
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On the Facebook events pages they’ve set up, they write: “Like our brothers and sisters in Wall  Street 
and in Egypt, Greece, Spain and Iceland, we plan to use the revolutionary Arab Spring tactic  of mass 
occupation to restore democracy in South Africa”.  The organisers continue to say that  the various “Oc-
cupy” events fall under the ambit of the umbrella movement of Operation Ubuntu,  a “leaderless resist-
ance movement with people of many colours, genders and political persuasions.  The one thing we all 
have in common is that  We Are The 99% that will no longer tolerate the  greed and corruption of the 1%”. 

On the website, a forum post by one “Joe Hani” gives more insight into their concerns. He suggests as slogans for 
posters, “Cities in solidarity with townships” and “We are all Andries Tatane”.  “Joe Hani” cautions:  “We should 
remember that the essence of these occupations is a rage against  where the capitalist system has brought us”. 

While the Occupy movement is still in its infancy- an awareness and support grows week by 
week.  Protesters gathered outside Durban City Hall insist that they’ll be returning every Satur-
day for as  long it takes in order to garner more support and spread awareness to Durban’s citizens.  



13  
27  

Activists and young people gathered 
outside Durban’s city hall. This in a 
bid to show solidarity with people of 
a common cause around the world.  
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industry  
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WORDS: Ndabenhle  Mthembu and Sim Mbatha 

The South African porn industry has grown in leaps and bounds  over 
the last few years it may not be as big as it is in Europe or  America but 
it is certainly said to be leading and dominating in  Africa. Nude poses, 
sexual imagery, steamy sex scenes and sex kit-tens is what you would nor-
mally associate with world renown porn  stars like your Pamela Ander-
sons and girls from the play boy man-sions, but with the South African 
industry blooming and becoming  a force to be reckoned with stars like 
Super sexy Palesa Mbau are  emerging from nowhere to super stardom.  

The South African Porn industry is reportedly worth over 300 million rands  
and with the production of the first black movie Mapona flying of the shelves  
the industry is bound to reach even greater heights and a vaster audience.  
Which  speaks  volumes  about  South African  taste. The  industry  produces  
only five locally made porn movies a year, but there are clear indications from  
more South Africans that they are interested in home grown produc-
tions.  According to Arthur Calamaras the director of adult retail franchise 
Adult  World which is South Africa’s biggest distributor of porn DVDs and 
adult  material,  movies featuring  South Africans are flying off the shelves.     

This is a very good sign for the “rise” of the  lo-
cal  industry  he  says. “It  is  still  very  small  
market  but  its  growing”  he  says. According  
to Calamaras the music industry is shrinking,  
while the porn and adult industries are grow-ing.  
“There has been a boom of adult stores  in  the  
country  in  the  last  couple  of  years,”  Ca-
lamaras said.  “We’ve had more than 20 re-quests 
for franchises all over the country in  last six 
months” he added. The Adult World  boss also 
said that, the black DVD market is  very popular 
and that they make up for 50%  of what they sell. 

This is a clear indication that the industry has  
not  only  grown  in  numbers  but  in  differ-
ent  racial  groups  as  well,  especially  within  
tradi-tionally conservative black middle class 
com-munites. The  success  of  the  Mapona  
movie  has revolutionised the South African 
porn in-dustry and has opened doors for mov-
ies like  Soweto Sex files to tap into the lucra-
tive lo-cal  industry.  Soweto  Sex  files  was  
produced  by Liquid City Productions and it 
features an  all black cast speaking isiZulu and 
tsotitaal. The  film’s release follows the opening 
of Fantasies  the first ever adult store in Soweto. 

Consumer data shows that after the release  of 
Mapona the number of black people visit-
ing  adult shops increased.  This reflects that 
the  industry  is  growing  in  a  society  where  
por-nography is still seen as a taboo. The mov-
ie  Mapona had an all South African cast and 
its  huge  amount  of  success  is  due  to  the  
fact  that local consumers relate and identify 
with  the cast and their surroundings as well 
as the  quips and mannerisms in the storyline. 

The film which was produced by Tau Morena  
co-founder of Sondeza, the group that formed  
the explicit amateur porn site Sondeza.Com.  
The fairly new production company are now  
becoming one of the major role players in the  
South  African  porn  industry.  Sondeza  have  
played a key role in introducing a new market  
in an industry that was predominately white.  
However concern has been rife about wheth-er 
this industry is something that should be  en-
couraged to find roots locally. With South  Af-
rica  burdened  by  the  world’s  biggest  HIV  
pandemic,  killing  nearly  1,000  people  a  
day  and in America the multibillion –dollar 
indus-try was recently thrown into crisis after 
some  of its major actors tested positive for HIV.   
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Sondeza maintains that they have shown responsibility by bringing in a whole  
new angle in promoting safe sex in pornographic movies. “This being the first  
black porn film, we didn’t want to perpetuate the stereotypes. There’s a per 
-ception in the media that young people are reckless. We all talk a lot about  safe 
sex but we don’t show it. We have a negative attitude towards condoms.  The aver-
age person probably doesn’t know how to put a condom on” said Tau  Morena.   

One of the major challenges they face is that porn is readily available on the  streets 
with the high rise of piracy in South Africa which is crippling this lucra-tive in-
dustry. The internet is also a threat to the purchasing and distribution  of porn 
DVD’s as it is a fast interactive medium that is readily available.  The  indus-
try is also facing a challenge of young kids accessing pornography easily  from 
the internet and more especially their mobile phones. Children well un-der the 
age of 18 are easily exposed to explicit sexual content.  For instances  in Hei-
delberg a video of a grade 8 boys and grade 10 girl having sex was dis-covered 
after investigation from the police and teachers found that this video  was tak-
en after seeing in the internet two students from the USA having sex  at school. 

But despite all these apparent concerns, sex still sells and the main profiteers  
or the dominant role players in the South African porn industry are undoubt-edly 
Adult World and JT Publishers.  Adult World’s is South Africa’s biggest  distributor 
of porn and DVDs and adult material which brags a wide national  chain of 65 stores 
country wide.  JT Publishing comes close to them they are  the company that ware-
houses and distributes Mapona just days after its re-lease the video had sold well 
over 3000 copies at approximately R200 a disk.  They are also companies behind 
the successful adult magazine Hustler proving  their prowess in this sort of industry. 

A recent survey showed that many South Africans are not happy with this 
in-dustry, and with many people supporting it seems that it is still going 
to be an  integral part of our entertainment industry whether we like it or not.   
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pioneers
image 
of the 

sabelosami
 Dlungwane

 discusses 
the pains 

and pleasures 
of living in the 

townshipSOME OF 
MYBEST 
FRIENDS
ARE DARKIES  

I have never had a proFRIENDSblem with being called ghetto. If one  
grows up in the hood surely they’ll acquire some hood tendencies,  like 
my recent attraction to the Carvella shoe. With ghettoness be-ing the new 
black, the people must be educated about the awesome-ness of the hood.  

Every hood has something 
it is famous for, a trade-
mark. My hood (Lamont-

ville)  is home to half 
the life savers on the KZN 

beaches. If you meet someone 
with  a couple or more gold/silver 

teeth, they are probably from uMlazi. 
People from  Chesterville are the most boring 
and fashionably challenged-Oops did is I that  
out loud. I really never get the irrational fear 
people have towards townships  (besides Kwa-
Mashu, highest murder rate in the country? No 
thanks). Town-ships are relatively safe, as safe 
as one can be in South Africa. No one is out to  
get you.  
The hood is never short of events, colourful 
people make great memories. I  remember 
when this white woman moved to my hood to 
live with her African  boyfriend. Kids that had 
only seen white people on TV, did not know 
how to  deal with this. They were both excited 
and fearful. The woman’s son then went  to 
a local primary, taking isiZulu as his first 
language. The novelty wore off even-tually.  
The lady works at the local Spar now, and still 
lives in the neighbourhood.  
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The passing of a fellow drinker is always sad but not 
for long.  We get the news  on Tuesday and we know 
what we are doing on Saturday. Friday afternoon is  
when the cases of beer and vodka bottles come out. 

The hood is a place where, if you get mugged, you can go to the 
muggers house  (with your no-nonsense uncle, of course) and de-
mand your phone back. You’ll  probably end up leaving with twice 
the amount you paid for the stolen phone.  Can you say upgrade? 

The passing of a fellow drinker is always sad but not for long.  
We get the news  on Tuesday and we know what we are doing on 
Saturday. Friday afternoon is  when the cases of beer and vodka 
bottles come out. By the time of the memo-rial/night Virgil people 
are drunk and ready to sing their hearts out. The next  day people 
will be drunk at your funeral and even more drunk at your after  
tears which is always a great way to remember the deceased. 

There are 
things that 
also annoy 
me about 
the hood. 
Like count-
less stray cats  
wailing the 
night away. 
My drunken 
n e i g h b o u r 
playing Za-
hara on repeat 
for half  the 
evening or ac-
tually, every 
other house 
playing Zaha-
ra repeatedly 
for most  of 
the evening.

They are 
rapidly as-
sisted by 
Taxi drivers 
who also don’t want  to lose out of the Loliwe fest/ 
please enough. There is also always that woman  who 
comes to visit just as your favourite show is about to 
come on. She then  makes it a point to talk over the show.   

My  biggest  problem  about  the  hood  however  has  to  be  
woonga  addicts.  Apart from stealing metal taps and DVD 
players, the not taking a bath part  annoys me the most.  We 
know you have to hustle 50 bucks everyday but can  you 
bath first and then just go to rehab to get back that hope. 

Townships around the country are the homes of contemporary 
South Af-rican urban culture. Bourgeois formerly known as the 
Tsatsatsas with their  colourful skinny jeans and mohwaks. The 
Pantsula with his clean converse  sneakers and the weird walk. 
The hip hop cats with the vernac rap and  huge headphones.

Hood fashion is varied. Durban townships, more specifi-
cally uMlazi, would  make the French proud. Overpriced 
Parisian shoes are the order of the day.  Then there are 
those ghastly floral tops you might have seen on a recent  

Cutting Edge episode, you know, the ones that look like a care bare 
vomited  on them. Those shirts are more common than one thinks. 
People who dress  well are like and everyone wants to be liked. 

There are rational reasons for what people perceive as being 
ghetto. If one  grows up in the hood then they see life from their 
own perspective. You have  to be loud to be heard because of 
the underlying hopelessness and you don’t  want to be a victim. 

The drinking 
and partying 
means you’re 
having a great  
time and 
that is your 
r e c r e a t i o n . 
 
Writing  a  
piece  on  
t o w n s h i p s  
is  some-
thing  that 
was bound 
to come my 
way. I, how-
ever,  found 
myself in a 
state of panic. 
What if the  
piece was not 
good enough? 
It’s certainly 
not  Pulitzer 
Prize mate-
rial but the 
anxiety didn’t  

subside.  All I know is that in the last month  of having this 
article assigned to me, the hood  really swallowed me. 

  
I got drunk more than I ever have, had many  deep conver-
sations about what it means to  be  black  and  poor  in  our  
country,  had  my  USB with the final draft of my piece stolen.  
It’s like the universe was playing a joke 
on me,  asking how ghetto can I go.  

The most important thing that my surround-ings have taught me 
is that you can only be  yourself. Possessions or a lack of them 
can-not define who you are. People are people  so let’s give each 
other the opportunity to  be just that. Whether you are a darkie or 
a  middle class fruit topping, in the hood you will  always fit in.   
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IMAGES: Melanie Ngema 
WORDS: Nosihle Mkwanazi  

IT’S A MIDDLE CLASS THING  
Being a black middle class woman in South Africa is a peculiar affair. We group our-selves 
according to common interests and because sometimes we just prefer not to  mix with 
women that are prettier or skinnier than us.  Women of the middle class  are generally 
good looking but like all groups there is always that one that is a bit  over weight and looks 
a bit odd, according to male standards. You’ll find that the odd  chubby woman is the best 
adviser, with a killer personality, has a sense of humor and  is the brains in the group.   

The truth is some drop dead gorgeous women hang around with this type of woman because they  still 
can’t figure out if “how is the weather” is the right manner to inquire about climate. I’m not  however 
saying that gorgeous women are unintelligent; sometimes they just find best friends in fat,  odd look-
ing women.  

culture  



SOME TRADITIONS ARE DOWN-
RIGHT INSULTING TO MIDDLE 
CLASS WOMEN, THERE ARE  
VERY FEW  WOMEN WHO WOULD 
AMPLY ENJOY GOING TO A RIV-
ER TO GET WATER FOR  COOK-
ING AND WASHING, WE’D MUCH 
RATHER INSTALL A WATER 
PUMP IN THE HOUSE  AND HIRE 
A MAID TO DO YOUR WASHING.  
WE ARE NOT LAZY, DELEGATING 
IS A PRIVILEGE  BECAUSE WE 
WORK HARD FOR THAT MONEY.

In groups women are really comfortable around each other, we 
speak about  everything very openly especially intimacy..... from 
“one minute man blues”  to “the awkward coochie farts”. There 
is a lot of comfort to be found in sis-terhood.  A man, commonly 
one with a big ego and nothing to back it up with  will be dis-
cussed in depth! Women are not shy about details and the thing  
is, as a man you will never know you were discussed because in 
that same  group of women, one or two of them will still sleep 
with you to verify what  was said about your “disability” and 
because every group has those women  with unpalatable taste. 

The thing about women is that we hide things so well, wheth-
er we have mul-tiple sexual partners, are faking an orgasm or 
something as little as our tight  6 inch heels eating away 
at our little toe as we stand 
and talk to that one guy  that 
makes us weak at the knees.  

As a woman, a guy will take 
you out and because you trying 

to make a good  impression, 
portion control is crucial and 
it happens that sometimes the  
portion doesn’t fulfill one and 
when you get home, you’re on 
the phone with  your girlfriend 
telling her about the date and 
warming yesterdays leftovers-  
these things happen, we do 
them. Most men don’t under-
stand why and to be  quite hon-
est at times we don’t under-
stand them ourselves at times. 

Like every other animal in the 
jungle, we black women mark 
our territory  and if women 
don’t like each other the 
claws come out.  You could 
be in a  club and two females 
could be fighting, almost kill- ing each other with their  
eyes. It’s so intense like a scene from National Geo-
graphic but because they  are in public and hold the 
middle class status it won’t get physical, unless the  
other says something bad about the others weave. 

A weave to some women is like a crown, it makes them look 
good, get no-ticed and according to how long it is (inches) 
you can estimate how much a  female earns just by look-
ing at her weave. Now if another woman is gonna  say my 
R8000.00 weave was bought at Cheeky hair in public, a beat 
down is  in order, the “street” in women come out and more 
often than not the one  talking smack will get a blue eye.  

These are just some of the idiosyncrasies that we have to deal 
with, so con-sider that the next time you think that those that 
sister in them high heels is  just vain and nothing else. But the 
politics of being black, female and middle  class stretch fur-
ther than gossip and hair choices.  The role of tradition in  our 
modern life is something with which we have mixed relation.  

Some traditions are downright insulting to middle class women, 
there are  very few  women who would amply enjoy going to a 
river to get water for  cooking and washing, we’d much rather 
install a water pump in the house  and hire a maid to do your 
washing.  We are not lazy, delegating is a privilege  because 
we work hard for that money. Women appreciate men that take  
the roll as head of the house as much as they won’t admit it, 
it is the truth.  Don’t however start making demands because 
you might just be served with  sloppy sex come the evening.  

There comes a time however when we feel it’s necessary to 
meet the par-ents. It is very exciting but in the back of our 
minds we are so scared because  truth be told you don’t know 
if the mom is gonna be your worst enemy or  your best friend.   

The  greeting  alone  is  an  awk-
ward  moment  because you 
don’t know if a hug is too much  
or if a handshake will make her 
uncomfort-able. The  mouth  
kissers  are  a  bitter  sweet  story, 
sweet because you know they 
are hap-py to meet you and bitter 
because you don’t  even do the 
mouth kissing thing on your first  
date.  Some dads are just easy 
going nice old  men and some-
times when they are too nice  we 
think they are flirting with us. 

The  questions  they  ask  are  
harder  than  a  grade 11 math 
exam. How does one an-
swer a  question like; When 
are you getting married? 

The real question should be; 
Son when are  you buying 
this woman that R50 000 dia-
mond  ring and getting on your 
knee and asking her  to prepare 
your meals and give you sex 

for  the rest of your life? 

But if you are lucky you might pass the meet  and greet test 
and graduate to making dinner  for the parents. You try your 
best to impress  with  prawns,  multiple  salads  and  confus-
ing  table  settings  with  dessert  folks  and  soup  spoons when 
in reality all they want is some  chicken and to find out about 
your upbringing  and whether or not you’re good enough for  
their son. Naturally we have to be polite and  give them an-
swers they want to hear because  you love your man and let’s 
face it you are  trying to impress them but at the same time  
the only question in your head is; “when are  you leaving?”. 

If  the  parents  happen  to  be  sleeping  over,  all skimpy 
pyjamas are hidden, you bring out  the  pyjamaz  you  wear  
when  you’re  feeling  depressed  and  fat. To  avoid  more  of  
their  questions you end up going to bed before In-tersexions  
to  tweet  about  your  ordeal  and  knowing  that  you  have  
to  wake  up  earlier  than usual to prepare breakfast and be-
cause a  woman that sleeps until 10am on a Saturday  is judged! 
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It’s a season for celebrating  – summer, Christmas, New  

Year – in our own laid-back,  

home-grown style  

COFFEE 
CUP 
CULTURE  
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The smell of cocoa covers a corner like an invisible 
mist, warm  and travels up your nose and pulls 

you to the direction of the  coffee shop. Many 
aren’t just drinkers of the hot beverage 

but  enthusiasts, for them it’s not about 
the buzz they get from it  but about the 
experience. 

Legend  has  it  that  coffee  was  dis-
covered  by  an  Ethiopian  goatherd  
named  Kaldi.  Apparently  Kaldi  was  
watching  his  flock when he noticed 
them getting energetic after chewing  

on bright red berries from a nearby 
bush. He then tried them  on himself 

and decided to take them with. He took 
the berries  to an Islamic holy man who 

disapproved of them and threw  them on a 
raging fire, which resulted in an aroma billow-

ing.  They took the roasted beans and put them in 
hot water and  then the world’s first cup of coffee was 

made. 

Centuries later, what Kaldi found as mysterious red berries  has  
become  the  second  largest  traded  commodity  in  the  world 
after oil. The culture of coffee has become a global past  time. 
Even though South Africa is new to the world of special-ity 
or gourmet coffee, there are many coffee houses across  the 
country.  Places like Colombo Tea and Coffee Company  that 
manufactures many blends for local consumption 

As more of a beer and braai nation, Gourmet coffee in South  
Africa has a niche market. Even so, the growth has been re-
markable, with South Africa’s leading coffee restaurant Mugg &  
Bean selling 11 tons of coffee per month and about 15 million  
cups of coffee based beverages per year. Coffee cuppings are  
held quite often, with Johannesburg’s Mokardor Coffees being  
amongst the premier roast lover’s destination. Barista show-
downs are fast becoming an event of choice for those looking  to 
try gourmet flavours are just interested in exploring a new  and 
vibey atmosphere.   

LOCAL  FLAVOUR 
As more of a beer and braai na-
tion, Gourmet coffee in South  
Africa has a niche market. Even 
so, the growth has been re-
markable,
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When I walk through the city I cannot help but 
contemplate becoming a prototype of the anar-
chist  vigilantism portrayed by Tim Robbins in 
that brilliant film NOISE! Well, the simple plot 
is, the man  gets tired of hearing the incessant 
noise of the city, sirens, car alarms that go off 
in the wee hours  and the blaring bass heavy 
sounds of urban music. So our protagonist puts 
on a black mask and  goes smashing, disman-
tling car alarm systems and sticking his hooded 
image on every car and taxi  he has ‘violated’. 

The above is often the sentiment of every lover 
of Reggae music as he or she  traverses the city, 
which we effectively call the shitty for some very 
obvious  reasons. The thing is in our city, Reggae 
is close to non-existent, save for that  atrocious and 
retrogressive stink hole franchise at the arse-end 
of the CBD  called Cool-Runnings, where they 
never dare to play any Reggae songs made  after 
1994. There are the occasional Durban Dance-
hall Family gigs at various  obscure places and 
they are mostly attended by the die-hard Reggae 
fans  who usually hail from outside SA’s borders.  

There are also the Selectors or DJ’s who are 
usually Rastafarians that hardly  ever leave 
their townships, unless a great Reggae star hap-
pens to come to  test the notoriously unsup-
portive Durban crowd.  In short, there is a se-
rious  death of the multi-faceted and energetic 
charms of Reggae in our city, even  though there 
are many people who claim to love the music.

To add to this sorrowful state of affairs, there 
are so many excellent Reggae  bands through-
out KwaZulu-Natal, yet the South African 
Music Awards com-mittee has only add-
ed a Reggae component just last year and 
the contenders  to the Reggae nominations 
were only half as good as one would expect.  
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REGGAE BEYOND 

BOB MARLEY  

Being a D-urbanite, it is becoming increas-
ingly frustrating to wander into town on 
any  kind of errand. Not only has the taxi-
kombi business become larger, thronging 
the very  veins of the city, it has brought 
with it an increased amount of traffic and 
a cacophony  of mindless noise.  The blar-
ing vibrations of sound-systems from the 
Chinese shops  promoting their brands 
of neo-colonial productions by using lo-
cal music and the well  known but still 
ear splitting taxi ready ‘music’ are part 
of what pollutes the city. But  then again, 
one mans pollution is another mans 
job, so whom am I to knock the hustle?  

WORDS: Menzi Maseko IMAGES: Saaiqa Ibrahim  

The Last pro in Yeoville is nervous theatre, it’s one of those shows that 
are so close in  their execution that very often the lines are blurred 
between where being an actor on  the stage ends and where the com-
fort of being an audience begins. Written by Martin  Koboekae the 
play is about an ageing prostitute named Camellia (Onilda Cowan) 
who  has very little in the way of shame or character. Despite the close 
knight set, The last  Pro in Yeoville is not an engaging piece of theatre.   
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Yet  it might be wrong to just blame the artists for 
this state of affairs, there must  be reasons for such 
a lethargic response from the South African public 
to  this world-conquering sound.  Perhaps this is all 
an indictment to the people  involved in the Reg-
gae business or it could also be a reflection of the 
masses  seemingly perpetual romance with Pseudo-
American culture in the forms of  Hip Hop, R&B 
and to a greater extent, House Music. 

While it is true that House music takes on various 
forms and has been the  fastest growing phenom-
enon in SA and perhaps the entire world, it is 
unde-niable that Reggae has also been just as if not 
more influential in the Urban  landscape.  What 
differentiates Reggae is that it can be quite a hard 
hitting  sound, and in contrast to House, it is strictly 
a non-conformist and hence  non-commercial sound 
linked to a clearly recognizable movement. But 
this  movement is not merely homogenous, there 
are people who are listening to  it and downloading 
it in their own homes, but often have no affiliation 
with  the Rastafarian movement; these would often 
be people of different races  albeit with a strong 
Pan-African sentiment. 

As much as one can find Bob Marley, Culture and 
Burning Spear or Peter  
Tosh almost anywhere in the world, it is true that 
this genre still retains its  aura of being the Re-
bels Music. Yes this may come as a contradiction 
es-pecially when one hears the feel good sounds 
of UB 40 and the One Love  movement created by 
Marley, Jimmy Cliff and many others, whose songs 
can  even be heard at many church gatherings or 
remixed by pop artists. The dif-ference is that aside 
from making you feel great, the lyrics in most Reg-
gae  songs demand social justice and a total recall 
of the ‘system’ as we know it. 

No genre in my knowledge has done more to con-
scientise generations of  the world citizens concern-
ing the dangers of corrupt political and capitalist  
systems. This is why in the 70’s and 80’s it was 
easy for the Punk movement  whose anarchist rag-
ing against the status quo to align itself with the 
Rasta’s  burn down Babylon refrains.  

Today,  a  new  generation  of  Reggae  artists  
has  begun  winning  and  getting  nominated for 
Grammy’s and other internationally recognized 
awards. The  distinctive sound of Reggae is once 
again influencing artists such as Rihanna  and John 
Legend whose albums have all featured a track with 
either a Reggae  artist or some obvious Reggae 
influence.  

However it must be understood that Reggae  music, like other sounds 
that emerged from  the ghettoes, shanty-towns and everywhere  else 
that strife intermingles with passion and  ambition  –  is  essentially  an  
African  music.  Yes, Reggae just like Hip Hop, The Blues, Free  Jazz,  
Punk  are  all  songs  of  redemption  and  their  often  dystopian  vi-
brations  are  merely  peoples expressions of their lives. These are  songs 
born from a peoples longing to be free,  to be liberated from various straits. 

Reggae speaks to the grassroots experiences  of the indivisual, mostly Black, 
although there  are thousands of excerptions who eat, sleep  and  thrive  from  
the  sounds  of  Reggae  mu-sic.  Yet there are still few who actually follow  the 
stories behind the lyrics. The sometimes  moan-full  and  wailing  sound  that  
is  Roots  Reggae, or even some of the more hardcore  Raga or Dancehall Reg-
gae is often a matter of  catching the vibes rather than deeply engag-ing with 
the socio-political messages in the  music.  And this is a cause for concern. 

Reggae  is  similar  to  the  Oral  traditions  in  that  its  proliferation  
is  intensely  rooted  in  what  Rasta’s  call  Word  Sound  and  Pow-
er.  What this means is that it is propagated via  the simplest means – 
the spoken, sung and  often metaphysically powerful word. We are  told 
that the word Reggae means ‘The Kings  Throne Music’. This is a term 
that emerged  from when the Soul or RnB influenced pio-neers  of  the  
sound  such  as  Coxson  Dodd,  Lee Scratch Perry, King Tubby and many 
other  Selectors/DJ’s and other producers who be-gan embracing the 
Black History and political  and spiritual wave called Ethiopians.  There 
is  no doubt that the crowning of the Ethiopian  Emperor Haile Selassie 
I (Ras Tafari) strongly  influenced the melody makers of Jamaica who  

had already been philosophically prepared for  this even by 
the likes of Marcus Garvey who  wailed - “Look to Africa for 
the crowning of a  Black king, he shall be your redeemer!” 

Thus, Reggae music and Rastafari culture are  often seen as inseparable even 
though they  have  emerged  as  distinct  Afro  centric  ex-pressions, the commer-
cialization and univer-sal  reach  of  Reggae  has  carried  Rastafarian  philoso-
phies and the way of life, yet Rastafari  still remains independent of the studio 
engi-neered vibration of Reggae. It is a complex  and uneasy relationship, one 
with too many  players to be explained in one page or even  an entire book.  
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You are interested in philosophy, what would 
you says has attracted you to  this subject? 
I was attracted by the prestige of Philosophy. I think there’s 
something really cool about grap-pling with the issues raised 
by Plato, Wittgenstein, and other great philosophers. I also 
tutor  Philosophy first years at the University of Johannes-
burg, so I really love the way that philosophy  allows one 
to consider everyday issues that people take for granted in a 
critical and engaging  way. Stanley Cavell, an American phi-
losopher, did say that, “Philosophy is education for grown-
ups”, and I certainly never want to stop learning. In fact, 
I’ll be doing my Honours in Philosophy  next year at UJ. 

How would you describe as your own personal style? 
I believe that your style is a great reflection of yourself, so I 
like to mix unique, vintage pieces,  with more trendy, quality 
items. I draw my outfit ideas from all kinds of designers - from 
the  elegance and traditional of Chanel, to the uberchic pieces 
at Gucci, to the rock and roll, crazy  glam of Jean-Charles de 
Castelbajac and Moschino Cheap and Chic. Again - eclectic.

How did the idea for starting a fashion blog come about? 
The idea came about when I was reading an article on Style.com 
about how one of the easy  ways to get into fashion journalism is 
by starting a fashion blog.  After reading that, I immedi-ately start-
ed by blog. I’m also super opinionated when it comes to fashion, 
so my blog is a place  where I can air of my views in that regard

What do you think is the secret be-
hind running a successful fashion blog? 
Research. You must know what you are talking about, and most 
of the time, that comes from  having a real love for fashion.  
There a literaly over a million fashion blogs worldwide - you 
must  be unique and have your own perspective on fashion.  
Also, your blog should never be sloppy -  things like spell-
ing and grammar do make a difference to your audience.  
.   

Who are some of the people that 
have influenced your fashion sense? 
I’ve recently taken to wearing a lot of my moms vintage blaz-
ers and cardigans, so I’d say the way  people used to dress 
in the 70s and 80s influences my fashion sense. Solange 
Knowles, Alexa  Chung and Anna Dello Russo also influ-
ence my fashion sense. Bloggers also influence my style  -  
Rumi Neely of Fashion Toast (http://www.fash-
iontoast.com) and Anjelica Lorenz of Mode Junk-
ie  (http://www.modejinkie.com) are both super stylish

.   

Where do you think that South African fashion is going? 
I think it’s going places. A lot people are interested in fashion 
in South Africa and the world is  definitely starting to notice. 
I do feel though that initiates like designers having their la-
bels sold  in stores like Woolworths, Mr Price and Edgars is a 
great thing, because SA has been very acces-sible to the pub-
lice in the past. The SA men’s fashion scene is really a cause 
for concern - men’s  fashion is extremely underrepresented in 
fashion weeks.  Also, young designers are not receiv-ing the 
platforms they need -it’s alays the same  ‘big’ designers in all 
of our local magazines. We  do have a long way to go still. 

Fashion  
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What Advise would you give to someone who is still tryign to find their own sense of style. 
I’d tell them to educate themselves about fashion - I think it’s pretty much everyone’s respon-sibility to do that. From there, 
you should definitely look for clothes that suit your body shape  (this is critical). But the most important thing, is to add a lit-
tle bit of yourself in everything you  wear - even if all your clothes are from a department store like Mr Price or Edgars. Do not  
become a trend freak. Find some staple items that you feel most comfortable wearing and then  pudh yourself by wearing items 
that you always thought were too daring. I always say, we practi-cally live in fashion right?  Why not make the most of that?

What do you think of the local blogsphere and where do you think it  could improve? 
I think that it’s definitely growing but I think that people need to stop trying to make a quick  buck from blogging, and instead, do 
it for the love of it. It is unfortunate that we always see the  same bloggers receiving media coverage because there are a lot of tal-
ented, young bloggers  in SA that also deserve recognition. Also, we don’t have many people who have access to the  internet in 
SA, as compared to elsewhere in the world, so, of course, that could hamper the  diversity of opinions in the local blogosphere.

What are some of the projects and initiatives that you are working on for  the future? 
In August this year, I attended a Philosophy Summer School at Penn State University in the USA,  so I’ll be doing my Honours in 
Philosophy next year so that I can eventually be accepted into  a PhD program in Philosophy at a University in the States. I’m looking 
to work as a freelance  journalist and continue to write more for different publications - the article on Louis Vuitton  that I recently had 
published in the launch issue of City Press’ iMagazine added my desire to go  freelance. I want to write for more websites, newspapers 
and magazines, so I’m hoping to really  
hustle for in Journalism somewhere!   
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THULA SINDI DAVID TLALE  
CATWALK WITH:  

&  
WORDS: Style Guru IMAGES: Simon Deiner  
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When you think of some of South Africa’s top designers, David Tlale and Thula Sindi  are 
always in the top five and they have earned their stripes in the industry. Style Guru  pays 
tribute to designers who define Black Excellence  

Fashion  
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In Kanye West’s See Me Now track, which features Beyonce, Big Sean and  
Charlie Wilson, he spits “I admit my first watch was a Fossil, now I’m in the  
Louvre, looking for fossils” and these words are all about how he has become  
successful enough to go to the Louvre in Paris. The same can be said about  
Tlale and Sindi. 

So different yet so similar, the two designers have revolutionised South Af-rican 
design so much. At their recent shows during Africa Fashion Week we  all saw 
how important being different, setting trends and putting on a quality  show was 
to the two gentlemen.  

From Tlale’s dramatic, avant garde garments, to Sindi’s unique, yet wearable  
collection they both have a clientele that any designer would kill to have. Both  
of them started showcasing their work at SA Fashion Week in the early   

2000s, where they impressed fashion’s strict-est  
critics. They’ve  both  showcased  in  Paris,  the 
Mecca of fashion. Tlale won the prestig-ious 
Elle New Talent award, which began his il-
lustrious career, and Sindi has also won several  
awards for his work.   

Words  are  never  enough  to  describe  these  
two  gentlemen.  The  only  way  to  describe  
them  is  to  show  their  work.  Masterpieces,  
with Sindi’s garments now available at Edgars  
stores and Tlale opening his flagship store at  
Michelangelo Towers, to say that these gents  
are going up, is an understatement!   
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IMAGES: Nompilo Impi Msomi & Thola Mhlongo 

MODELS: Amava Kamana, Nonfundo Ngabadeli, 
Nongcebo Khumalo, Thola Mhlongo 
SHOTS ON LOCATION AT: Durban University of 
Technology, Durban Botanical  Gardens, Piatto Restau-
rant on Florida Road, Durban.  
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ALLISTER CHRISTIE: 
                 THE DUDE ABIDES 

To most, it seems as easy as directing the lens to the subject and with the click of a  but-
ton the job is done. However when you eat, sleep and breathe photography like  Allister 
Christie does, you realise that taking a picture requires more skill and exper-tise than just 
a touch of a button. “The first time I started photography was in school.  
I used to help my Portuguese friend in the dark room during breaks”, said Christie,  ex-
plaining how taking images originally began as a hobby into something that is now  a firm 
part of his life.  

Arts  
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The Durban, born and bred Christie speaks fondly about his city of birth and  
admits that although he has ‘’ basically seen the whole of South Africa, noth-ing 
compares to Durban”. However the talented photographer cringes when  he re-
calls the time he lost his job during the recession and even though he  spent sev-
eral years studying film, he could not find any work in Durban. And  that apathy 
is still very much the word when it comes to the arts in the city  as well as South 
Africa as a whole.  “Art and photography is not that recog-nised in South Africa 
compared to Europe and the United States, and sadly I  don’t think it will ever 
get to the stage where artists want it to be.” But for  Christie, photography is a 
passion, something he enjoys doing whether he is  

rewarded for it or not. “I do weddings and  
other random work on the side. If all I wanted  
was to make money with my photography, I  
would  move  overseas  or  at  least  move  to  
Cape Town”, said Christie. 

Christie gains his inspiration from people and  
mainly random objects. He also explains how  
something as simple as a location can prompt  
him to take pictures, however if he can’t  
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vividly imagine a photo in his head then he will not do the shoot. “I am very laid  
back and chilled most of the time but when it comes to photography, I know  what 
I want to see. I am probably the perfect example of a perfectionist when  it comes 
to my work,” he says. 

Christie confesses that most of the work he does is for himself since the pic-
tures he loves taking the most are usually the ones that start as an image in  his 
head which in turn, is an image he would like to see and capture in front of  him 
“physically”. 

Speaking on how his recent exhibition at The Collective gallery in Durban  came 
to be, The enthusiastic photographer, recalls his visit to the venue and  his meeting 
with the curator, the person involved with interpreting the art and  overseeing the 
collection, and how his work was warmly welcomed. His pur-pose was simple-to 
find out how he could get to show some of his works at  
the venue. “They loved my work and three weeks later I was in the exhibition.”  
It was hard for Christie since he had used up all his savings for the exhibition.  
“I’m not sure why I did it. I know it was not for the money because I really don’t  
expect to sell in Durban. I’d say the reason I did it was for myself and just to  say 
that I did it”, said Christie. 

Although there has been little in monetary gains, he has had a great response  
from the exhibition. “The photos will move to Harvey’s restaurant, the KZNSA  
gallery then hopefully to Cape Town at the exposure gallery at the Biscuit Mill,”   
he said. 

His idea for his latest exhibition was that of food and the first picture he took  
was of a friend eating a pie. This particular picture was published in two maga-
zines and was the window to creating eight more images to compliment   

the pie image. “I love to create images that  
shock people. I don’t intend to be sinister or  
macabre in my photos but I just do not enjoy  
looking at an image that is too obvious or too  
easy to look at”. 

This element of shock is a thread that runs  
through many of his works. From as early as  
Christie  can  remember,  his  favourite  theme  
and  style  has  always  been  the  Mexican  fes-
tival, Dia De Los Muertos, Day of the Dead.  A 
theme he is hoping to incorporate in his  next 
big shoot or exhibition. “To me it will be  my 
favourite shoot and I know that it will be  in-
credibly hard to work with simply because  the 
subject means so much to me.” 

Although  he  has  many  themes  that  inspire  
him Christie does not give away the identity  of  
the  one  photographer  who  inspires  him  opt-
ing to say that there is one individual for  whom 
he has a fetish. A fetish to personal to  mention,  
“I  look  up  to  him  and  admire  his  work but 
never ever reveal who he is.” He  says jokingly. 

It’s this kind of sensibility and attention to de-
tail that make Christie one fo the most must  see 
talents in Durban’s photographic scene.   
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I for one find particular joy in watching 
these affairs unfold,  which is why I was 
particularly chuffed when I heard that the  
KZNSA gallery was hosting Broadcasts, 
which is a collabo-rative exhibition by 
Paul Senyol, Wesley van Eeden, Christian  
Mugnai, Duane Smith and Pete Reynolds. 

Simply from the billing of the show it would 
be easy to dis-miss the exhibition as pop art. 
But it stretches slightly beyond  that. Broad-
casts is a collaborative effort in bringing 
meaning  to memory. The vivacious works 
on display are still renditions  of stories that 
once moved. I found myself intrinsically 
drawn  to the work of Smith and  Van Eeden.  
Specifically about their  work is that they are 
artists born out of a culture of com-promise. 
They know that the creative process is one of 
give  and take. They cordially find the perfect 
balance between fluid  lines that seem as if 
were painted in single strokes with a me-ticu-
lous selection of color and attention to detail.  

Throughout the night I found myself con-
sistently drawn to  one  piece  entitled  
One  love. The  piece  a  green,  black  and  
white image of a man on a bike. The sheer 
simplicity is devas-tating.  It’s the kind of 
painting that resonates immediately be-
cause if it charm but equally because it 
seems so displaced and  non-specific. The 
man could be riding the bike down Florida  
road or even Long Street.   

There  is  something  discomforting  about  attending  exhibitions. Wheth-
er you an avid lover of the arts or   just a by passing pretender.  The 
business of observing  the  result  of  creative  processes  will  never  stop  
be-ing weird. Particularly if that observation is coupled  with several 
glasses of wine and mild chit chat with  random strangers about subjects 
ranging from blog-ging to the cultural significance of Lars von Trier.  The  
discomfort is devastating as people try and maneu-ver the fine line be-
tween articulating their views and  simply being for lack of a better word 
and ass. 

IN LOATHING OF   
Nihilism   
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The  most  attractive  feature  from  the  Broadcast  
exhibition  however is surely the fact that work has a 
kind of creative au-thenticity that helps any claim for 
pop art as a genre that still  needs to be explored in 
South Africa’s mainstream creative  spaces. It is not 
just an indulgent mixture of bold colors and ir-reverent 

messages masquerading as creations with relevance.  
This is perhaps best affirmed in the installation made 
by Senyol  a collection of large and mid-sized paint-
ings. Immediately what  struck me the most is that 
the work came as a result of an es-capade in Finland. 
Where Senyol had asked people to answer a  series of 
questions such as their favourite color or most vivid  
memory.  The answers were all displayed in little note 
books  so all could see the inspiration behind the work 
on display. But  the notebooks do something more than 
just add context to  Senyol’s Paintings. The collection 
of these writings, the texture,  humor and occasionally 
the grit of these texts is unrelent-ingly moving. Upon 
reading them you immediately get the kind  of sensi-

tiveness that Senyol had to deal with whilst trying to  
transform and interpret these texts into visuals.   
What Senyol has done best is that he has avoided focal 
points.  His works are a mixture of doodles, text, blots 
of paint and  other non specific elements. This eclectic 
mixture fuses into  
complete images upon close inspection. The kaleido-
scope of  imagery is a projection of the non-focused 
nature of the writ-ings his muses had penned in their 
note books.  And more  over it is a bold statement 
about the non-specific nature of  individuals. Broad-
casts is a humanist exhibition. The kind of  communal-
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Tell us a little a bit about yourself? 
I’m 22, I studied at DUT City campus, Graphic 
Design. I finished my B-Tech last year. I am cur-
rently  working as a graphic designer at Kingsley 
Heath, a high-end international Fashion label 
that is in-spired by Africa, our motherland. 

What would you say has been your greatest 
achievement so far? 
I was a nominee for the Emma Smith award last 
year and asked to lecture drawing at DUT, but I  
turned it down because it wasn’t a steady income. 

Tell us a little a bit about your work? 
My main focus in the company is designing the 
T-shirt graphics for screen printing and applique, 
I  also do any other imagery that gets printed on 
other garments such as pants, caps etc. Your 
work  although commercial has a insightly 
skewed ethos can you tell us more about 
this? I  tried working in a design company before 
this job and I hated it with a passion. I really 
don’t want  to do advertising or packaging for 
mundane products. I am very much passionate 
about the fashion  world. I once wished I studied 
fashion, but now I get to have a part in it without 
having to have  studied it.  And designing graph-
ics is the most fun part. 

Tell us a bit about the work you have had 
displayed at  The Collective gallery, espe-
cially the digital paintings? 
My work that you saw at the collective is actu-

ally still some of the work I did for my B-Tech 
degree,  
I still love those paintings, even though I know a 
lot of people in the fine art world are very scepti-
cal of digital work. Which is hard for me to 
understand because it is so versatile and beautiful 
to  me.  I guess it’s just something new in this 
country and has not yet gained the type of appre-
ciation  it receives overseas and in magazines like 
Imagine FX. Digital painting is my first love and 
I hope to  be able to do it for a living one day. 

Tell us about your latest series Eccentric 
beauty? 
The series Eccentric Beauty is about depicting 
beautiful eccentric people, people who do not fit  
into the normal image of beauty, in order to shed 
light on real and unique beauty of today’s society.  
Beauty that is seldom seen on the covers of 
magazines. This idea came about while reading 
into the  history of body modification (piercings, 
tattooing, decorative implants and scarification) 
and came  
to the conclusion that it is a completely normal 
way of life and has been around for thousands of  
years. Not only in modern day. It might just be 
my personal thoughts on beauty but I still think 
its  relevant.  
I’ve been trying to move towards less realistic 
style and try out some fantasy art since most of 
the  artists I look up to are fantasy artists. But I 
don’t seem to have enough time for it anymore.   

SARAH 

CUMMINS 
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THE LAST PRO IN YEOVILLE 

THE DISCOMFORT ZONE 
The Last pro in Yeoville is nervous theatre, it’s one of those shows that are so close in  their 
execution that very often the lines are blurred between where being an actor on  the stage 
ends and where the comfort of being an audience begins. Written by Martin  Koboekae 
the play is about an ageing prostitute named Camellia (Onilda Cowan) who  has very little 
in the way of shame or character. Despite the close knight set, The last  Pro in Yeoville is 
not an engaging piece of theatre.   

Arts  

Words: sihle Mthembu
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Throughout the duration of the play we are sub-
jected to witnessing Camellia as she works Pope  
Street in Yeoville. It is here she meets two men of 
similar sympathies but differing convictions. An  
equally ageing artist played by Seputla Sebogodi 
who asks Camellia to pose for him in a commis-
sioned painting, and an annoying dry-witted 
trumpeter who is caricatured by John Radebe.  

As narrative Last Pro in Yeoville lacks guise, there 
are many elements in the story that add little  value 
to the overall ideas behind the work. But perhaps 
most significantly in the play we are given  very 
little insight in terms of understanding the reason 
for why the characters do what they do.  Their 
convictions are never fully articulated.  What 
we do encounter in terms of back story is of-ten 
plagued by having to switch back and forth be-
tween then and now and eventually one becomes  
numb to anything that goes on, on the stage.  This 
switching back and forth feels even more labored  
by the fact that it is done in long arches of dia-
logue that leave you asking where anything began.  

Through out the play we witness Camellia and 
the painter fight and argue about various biennial  
things, but you cannot help but feel that this nar-
rative is profoundly disjointed form the society  
in which it is based.  You would be hard pressed 
to find a black middle aged artist using a white  
prostitute as a study for a painting. Plausibility is 
the word that keeps coming up again and again.

  

This is most keenly showcased when Camel-
lia steals from the artist and then supposedly 
confesses  having been given little question-
ing or even suspicion. Simply put this is not 
how idealistic trumpet-ers, hardened prosti-
tutes and middle aged artists behave. There 
is a sprinkling or irony and humour  here and 
there but often it is bogged down by extended 
dialogue and ludicrous transitions from  scene 
to scene, that is aided by equally ludicrous 
music that sounds like it is a revival of sounds 
from  a badly made soapie from the 1970’s.  

What Koboekae has failed to create is 
an environment where the characters can 
flourish without  having to exaggerate 
their situation. Instead the script is riddled 
with too many sub-plots that make  fo-
cusing on one thing all the more difficult.   



I  recently  spoke  to  well  known  
Durban  based  cult  filmmaker Simi-
lo Gobingca about the emergence of  
a new black middle class cinema. He 
eagerly pointed  out that there was 
an urgent need to build a founda-tion 
where black South African filmmak-
ers can make  films  that  are  aestheti-
cally  pleasing  and  do  not  pa-tron-
ize the intellect of black film patrons. 
Indeed I be-lieve his argument has 
a lot of weight. Many a film buff  
will tell you that there is nothing pleasing 
about the  grandiose myopia to which 
we have been subjected as  an audience.   
As  a  black  middle  class  South Af-
rican  you  would  be  hard  pressed to 
enter a cinema, watch a local film and 

find yourself  reflected and moved at 
the same time. Box office success and  
authentic, sustainable narratives are mu-
tually exclusive affairs.  The plots con-
stantly plagued my larger than life 
Hollywood cli-chés.  The subject of lo-
cal middle class discomfort is some-
thing  that needs wider exploration. 

In his latest film entitled Forerunners, 
director Simon Wood  attempts  to  ac-
count  for  the  taste  of  South Afri-
ca’s  emerg-ing black middle class citi-
zens. The film which runs just under  
an hour examines what it means to be mid-
dle class locally  through the lives of four 
young black professionals. Mpumi who is 
a golf loving SeTswana speaking Zulu. Mi-

.Forerunners is a 
film that is about 
being black and 

middle class in 
south Africa

the 
Forerunners 

WORDS: Sihle Mthembu  
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randa a single  mother. Karabo the last 
born and breadwinner for his family  
and Martin who is an avid lover of guns. 

Although the film examines a subject 
matter that is indeed rel-evant there is an 
underpinning feeling of lack of focus.  
Wood  has failed to create a film that 
speaks to what it is to be middle  class 
when you are black. The film is plagued 
by blank spaces  where we find the nar-
rative jumping ahead without plausible  
explanation, leaving you with the feel-
ing that the filmmakers  were only with 
their subjects vicariously and not con-
sistently  through the duration of film-
ing.  This results in critical points in  the 
lives of these people going unaccounted 
for.  This is partic-ularly true to the story 
of Miranda whom we see giving birth,  
next we hear she has broken up with her 
boyfriend and is now  a single mother and 
later we see that her baby is a year old.

  The progression is much too rapid 
leaving one with that sink-ing feel-
ing that Forerunners to some degree 
is an indulgence  fusion of narratives 
that lacks attention to individual con-
cerns.  Immediately you get the feeling 
that Wood is trying to say that  there is 
a common thread that binds all middle 
class individu-als. This is not necessar-

ily true but judging by Wood’s inter-pre-
tation  a  furious  battle  between  mo-
dernity  and  tradition  is something that 
is always present. Unfortunately this is 
not  true, it is an out of touch opinion 
that is perhaps primarily  based on so-
cial science text books that use theo-
ries to de-duce the dominant values of 
a social grouping rather than as-sessing 
them on the ground. There a many black 
successful  middle class profession-
als who are very traditional and are in  
no two minds about it. Regrettably in 
Forerunners this view is  not reflected. 

What Wood has done successfully in 
pockets is show that anx-iety that often 
plagues middle class citizens locally 
as they try  and maintain their mate-
rial security. Even this however has its  
flaws. Particularly in a scene where 
Karabo is speaking on the  graves of 
his ancestors in English. It all seems 
rather preten-tious an implausible to 
say the least.  The film lacks depth and  
any real original ideas and is riddled with 
clichés about skies  being the limit and 
people trying to strike balances between  
a hard work ethic and family life. Wood 
has tackled a subject  matter that is cru-
cial yet has failed to create a film or even 
a  singular scene that stands out.  Al-
though visually clean Fore-runners is not 
a film that has anything important to say.   

I am always sceptical about black people liv-
ing overseas with  ties to Africa who go about 
preaching their identity and using  friend-
ly worlds like “motherland”. Needless to 
say based on  the little information I had on 
Khadijatou, I was already gear-ing up for a 
ruthless critique of her LP Sex, lies and his-
tory.  But I will have to refrain. Why? Be-
cause this debut offering  is  absolutely  im-
maculate. The  seven  track  project  is  clearly  
comes from an artist with an individual taste 
that is hard to  pin down. The clairvoyant 
blend of Khadijatou’s African/Carib-bean ac-
cent with a British undercut is infused with 
melanchol-ic melodies to make an album 
that at best can be described  as refreshing.  

In Sex, Lies and history Khadijatou manages 
to weave a tapes-try of verses into a frenzy 
of beats that sound like they were  spontane-
ously created in a township street corner on a 
un-bearably hot summer night. The most out-
standing track from  the album has to be 200 
years of Vex in which she addresses  issues 
of strife amongst black people. The song is 
tricky and  but never at any point is it preachy. 
Khadijatou manages the  fine balance between 
artists and activist with some enviable  ease.   
Another gem is Crazy Hell and perhaps this 
is the most sur -prising song on the entire set. 
The loud and veracious poetess  which we 
have encountered earlier in the album makes 
way  for a more poised and soothing voice. 
On the song master  saxophonist Shabaka 
Hutchinson shows his ability in full flight.  
This album is a must have for anyone in the Di-
aspora with  a fond appreciation for music that 
speaks about everything  without being to explicit.   

sex ,lies AnD history
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CHINESE: THE NEW BLACK 
THE PENCIL TEST  

After the anti-apartheid struggle and the HIV/Aids epidemic; the new South African  
cause celebre is economic freedom.  The white minority controls 80% of the wealth of  the 
country, despite black South Africans making up the majority of the population. It  was to 
address this economic imbalance that the democratic government introduced  affirmative 
action, employment equity and black economic empowerment.  

According to the Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Act of 2003, “black  people; 
is a generic term which means Africans, Coloureds and Indians”. But our ra-cial diver-
sity extends further than these four categories.  There is a grey area of the  other, which 
include Chinese people, whose roots are as deeply entrenched in South  African soil as any 
other non-“black” group.  

Along with Indians, South Africa has the largest Chinese population outside of their  na-
tive land.  During apartheid, there was a hierarchy of humanness; Whites were at  the top 
of the economic chain, followed by Coloureds then Indians.  It would seem fair  then to ex-
clude Chinese people from economic reforms since they were classed ini-tially as coloured 
and then made honorary whites.  Considering that it was only black  people who were at 
the bottom of the pecking order, is it fair for the others to benefit  from economic reforms 
meant to redress economic inequity?  

In 2008 the Chinese Association of South Africa, won their 8 year battle to be included  
in the economic reforms that sought to remedy the financial situation of those who  were 
disadvantaged under the apartheid regime, thanks to the legal expertise of Rivo-nia Trial 
lawyer George Bizos.   

Initially, each racial group was pre-occupied with their own liberation struggle. Al-though 
the degrees of repression were varied in their severity, it became apparent  that in order 
to speak out loud enough for the apartheid government to hear, all racial  groups had to 
speak in one voice. Indians came to this realisation very early on. Call it  ignorance but it 
is difficult to recall there ever being a notable Chinese voice among  these.   
When they were given honorary white status, which came with some white privileges,  

where they were the dissenters who would have rather be classed lower in the pyra-mid in 
solidarity with the rest of the oppressed than enjoy petty privileges?    
Based on these observations, it would seem unjust for people of Chinese origin to  be in-

cluded in these remedies, but would that not be contrary to both the Freedom  Charter as 
well as the Constitution, which call for equality for all? The nature of our  democracy does 
not justify the exclusion of any racial group, so let’s just all hold hands  and sing Khum-
baya while floating on a cloud of unity and non-segregation in pursuit  of the pot of gold at 
the end of the rainbow that is our nation.   

The last word
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